Biological tubes are essential for animal survival, and their functions are critically dependent on tube shape. Analyzing the contributions of cell shape and organization to the morphogenesis of small tubes has been hampered by the limitations of existing programs in quantifying cell geometry on highly curved tubular surfaces and calculating tube-specific parameters. We therefore developed QuBiT (Quantitative Tool for Biological Tubes) and used it to analyze morphogenesis during embryonic Drosophila tracheal (airway) development. We find that there are previously unknown anterior-to-posterior (A-P) gradients of cell orientation and aspect ratio, and that there is periodicity in the organization of cells in the main tube. Furthermore, cell intercalation during development dampens an A-P gradient of the number of the number of cells per cross-section of the tube, but these intercalation events do not change the patterns of cell connectivity. These unexpected findings demonstrate the importance of a computational tool for analyzing the morphogenesis of small diameter biological tubes.
Introduction
Epithelial and endothelial tubes are critical to the survival of almost all multicellular organisms and the physical properties of a tube, including size and shape, are critical to a tube's function.
Misregulation of tube development or maintenance can have severe implications, including polycystic kidney disease in humans (Harris and Torres, 2009; Song et al., 2017) . However, the mechanisms by which small tubes control their lengths and diameters is largely unknown (reviewed in (Affolter and Caussinus, 2008; Iruela-Arispe and Beitel, 2013; Wang et al., 2017) ).
Indeed, even basic descriptions of how cell shape and organization change during development, which is a fundamental prerequisite for understanding size control mechanisms, has not been determined for most tubes.
A major contributor to the lack of characterization of cell shape and organization in tubular epithelia is that existing computational tools for quantifying epithelial cell shape and organization (Barbier de Reuille et al., 2015; Forster and Luschnig, 2012; Khan et al., 2014) are not optimized for tubular epithelia, and in particular for small diameter tubes having high curvature. Moreover, currently available programs do not calculate essential tube parameters such a centerline, branch points, cross-sectional areas and cell orientation. To address this problem, we have created QuBiT (Quantitation Tool for Biological Tubes), a set of computational tools for measuring cell and tube morphology.
As a testbed for developing QuBiT and to identify novel biological processes, we used QuBiT to characterize the early development of the Drosophila trachea system, which is one of the beststudied systems of tubular epithelia (Fig. 1A , reviewed in (Manning, 1993; Samakovlis et al., 1996) ). The tracheal system is the gas exchange organ of the fly and thus functions as a lung, but in branch structure it more resembles a vascular system because it is a ramifying network that directly delivers oxygen to specific tissues. Tracheal tubes are epithelial monolayers approximately the size of small capillaries or kidney tubules in mammals, but there are no associated muscle cells, pericytes, or other accessory cells that are known to contribute to 4 tracheal tube size control. Thus, tracheal tube size directly results from interactions of the tracheal cells with each other and with a secreted apical extracellular matrix (aECM) that transiently fills the tube lumens as they expand during their initial development.
Using QuBiT, we obtained several unexpected results, including: (1) anterior-to-posterior (A-P) gradients are present in many cellular characteristics, including orientation and aspect ratio, (2) there exists a periodicity at the tube segment level to these characteristics within the A-P gradient, (3) 
Results

Overview of analysis using QuBiT
To maximize maintainability, accessibility, and extensibility of a tool for epithelial tube analysis, we developed QuBiT using commonly available and well supported software platforms rather than develop entirely new programs. The work flow is schematized in Fig. 1A . Image stacks are generated by confocal microscopy using settings that produce cuboidal voxels (Fig. 1Bi) . Image segmentation is performed on the entire stack using Ilastik, a general-purpose image segmentation program (Kreshuk et al., 2011) . We then analyze segmented images using customwritten code in Matlab (open source available at http://github.com/gjbeitel/QuBiT). Tube analysis proceeds by segmenting the boundary of the tube lumen and creating a skeleton, which enables robust calculations of parameters of interest, including length, surface area, and crosssectional area (Fig. 1Bii, gray tube) . Separately, cell junctions are masked onto the tube surface, resulting in apical cell surfaces that can directly be analyzed for parameters such as size and 5 orientation (Fig. 1Biii) . While this approach does not yield a full 3-D reconstruction of the entire cell bodies that comprise a tube, it focuses on the apico-lateral junctions and regions that control tracheal cell shape and tube size (Beitel and Krasnow, 2000; Laprise et al., 2010; Sollier et al., 2015; Wodarz et al., 1995) , and greatly simplifies the reconstruction problem. QuBiT -data collection QuBiT is designed to analyze images collected with cuboidal voxels containing either tube surface or junctional information with enough resolution for the desired analysis. For example, for the embryonic tracheal system, basic length measurements were performed using image stacks of entire whole-mount embryos collected using a 40X oil objective with a 0.38µm voxel size (Fig. 1Bi) . Approximately 75 optical sections were collected per embryo. However, cell parameter analyses required images collected using a 100X oil objective with 0.15µm voxels and the tiling of two image stacks to recreate an entire tracheal tube.
QuBiT -surface mapping and defining tube centerlines QuBiT defines a tube surface using markers that either visualize the cell lumenal/apical surface or the lumenal contents themselves (Fig. 1Bi, Bii) . For the Drosophila trachea, we used the apical marker Uninflatable (Uif) (Zhang and Ward, 2009 ) for the analyses presented below, but we have also successfully used the aECM marker Vermiform (Verm) (Wang et al., 2006) . We extracted the tracheal system from surface epidermal staining using the Carving module in Ilastik. The segmented data were then imported to Matlab, where we applied a marching cubes algorithm (Cline et al., 1987; Hassouna and Farag, 2007) to define the centerlines of the main and side branches (Fig. 1Bii) . The tube centerlines, which are not calculated by other epithelia analysis software, are of critical importance because centerlines define the lengths of tube segments, mark branch intersection points that define tube segments, are the local reference for determining cell orientation, and are necessary for calculating orthogonal planes used to quantify tube parameters including diameter, cross-sectional area and surface area (e.g. Fig. 2C,D) . To allow rapid investigation of different parameters without recalculation, computed results from the segmented data are stored with the image stack. For determining tracheal tube parameters, 6 we used 10 cross-sections per segment, which samples the tube approximately once every 15 voxels or 2.3 µm. QuBiT -cell mapping To map cells onto the tube surface, QuBiT uses information from apico-lateral junctions (Fig.   1Biii ). For the tracheal system, we used the claudin Kune-Kune as a marker of septate junctions as we have previously done (Nelson et al., 2010) because Kune staining gives a more continuous signal along the lengths of junctions than the E-cadherin staining, which improves segmentation.
Junctional segmentation was performed using the Pixel Classification tool in Ilastik. We imported this data into Matlab and masked and inverted the junctions on the tube surface to obtain cell surfaces (Fig. 1Biv) . We then calculated cell parameters that included area, cell orientation and aspect ratio.
Because the small cell size, narrow diameter and junctional organization of the tracheal dorsal trunk leads to unresolvable segmentation errors, we used several parameters to filter our tracheal cell data. We applied a radial filter to exclude cells on dorsal branches and transverse connectives, an axial position filter to remove cells outside of regions of interest on the dorsal trunk, and a size filter to exclude improbably small or large cells (Fig. S1A ).
QuBiT -Re-imaging: unrolling the tube to make a 2D surface model
To provide a planar representation of the cells that allows direct application of a broad array of existing 2D analysis tools, QuBiT can computationally unroll and flatten tubes. To do this, we calculate the exact cross-section using the orthogonal plane to the local centerline at regular voxel-sized intervals along the length of the dorsal trunk. We then extract the cell junction data from projections radiating from the centerpoint in each orthogonal plane and write the data on a 2D plane (Fig. 1Bv) .
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As an example of an operation that is much easier to perform in 2D, we used watershed segmentation to reduce cell junction widths to single pixels (Fig. 1Bv) . This enables analysis of parameters such as cell connectivity (the number of cells any given cell touches) and the number of cells in a tube cross section, which we utilized in the analysis of the tracheal system below. In future work, 2D projections could be used to track tracheal cells through time more easily than in 3D, which is important in determining changes in cell arrangements.
QuBiT -Re-imaging: recalculating and rerolling a 2D projection into a 3D model
The process used in QuBiT to unroll a tube can also be utilized to recreate a tube from a 2D projection (Fig. 1Biv) . As an example of how this can be employed, we used tube unrolling and rerolling to test for evidence of active cell rearrangements during tracheal expansion. We computationally expanded embryonic stage 14 tracheal tubes to the size of stage 16 tubes, and then compared the 3D parameters of the computed and actual stage 16 apical cell surfaces.
Tubes were computationally expanded by projecting the raw-unrolled 2D stage 14 cell data back onto 3D tube surfaces with corresponding lengths and radii of stage 16 tubes. To do this, we increased the number of pixels along the long (X) axis of each 2D projection proportionally to our measured changes in tube length using nearest neighbor interpolation. Then at each position along the model tube axis, we sampled the 2D image for cell surfaces and wrote the data on the orthogonal (YZ) circumference with corresponding radius based on stage 16 tube radii, which was normalized with respect to axial position. This resulted in a re-creation of stage 14 cell surfaces after tube inflation to stage 16 with no other changes to cell geometry or topology. One limitation of the resulting model is that the projected tube is perfectly straight, whereas the original tubes had small irregularities, which introduces a small amount of error. However, because of the asymmetric expansion along the length of the tube, the alternative approach of expanding along a curved path would result in over and or under expansion of some regions, which would also result in slight deviations. To determine whether systematic errors were introduced, we compared the effect of unrolling and rerolling stage 14 and 16 tubes (Fig. S2 ).
For both stages, there was excellent agreement between the original and rerolled tubes, with 8 most parameters differing by no more than 6%, which is sufficient for the analyses in described below.
QuBiT -data analysis For statistical analysis of tube parameters, QuBiT takes advantage of the extensive tools of the MATLAB's framework to allow users to perform statistical analyses on individual tubes, and also on multiple independent tubes simultaneously, without the need to export the data into other analysis packages. Notably, for tubular systems with reproducible features, QuBiT has the ability to track, align, and compare identifiable features. In the case of the trachea, we aligned individual dorsal trunk segments rather than just normalizing to length along the tube. As detailed below, this enables calculations that reveal tracheal cell parameters differ not just between segments, but also within segments.
Tracheal dorsal trunk dimensions change in anterior-posterior gradients, but posterior is not always bigger
We tested the utility of QuBiT by investigating in wild-type embryos, the growth of the tracheal dorsal trunk (DT) that occurs during "tube inflation", a ~2.5 hr event during which a burst of lumenal secretion (Tsarouhas et al., 2007) doubles tube diameter and increases tube length by about 15% between stages 14 and 16 ( Fig. 2A) . Our measurements through QuBiT show that the dorsal trunk length increased by 13.7±1.3% (Fig. 2B ). These data were not statistically different from our manual length measurements of the same embryos (250±18µm by hand in Volocity vs. 263±6.9µm using QuBiT at stage 16, p = 0.17, two-sample t-test), but had the advantage of automatically generating measurements on each individual segment that allowed a more detailed analysis of the sizes growth of tracheal tubes than had previously been performed. For example, while one might have expected the individual dorsal trunk segments to all expand equally, most of the dorsal trunk growth resulted from increased length of segments DT4 through DT9 (+22±8%), while the remaining segments lengthened only slightly (Fig. 2B ).
Interestingly, anterior segments are generally longer than posterior segments, despite anterior segments having fewer cells (e.g. ~21 in DT3 vs. ~28 in DT9 (Robbins et al., 2014) ). These results 9 predict that anterior and posterior cells have either different arrangements and/or shapes in their respective segments, which, as described below, is indeed the case.
Many dorsal trunk cell properties have an anterior-to-posterior gradient To investigate how the shapes of the tracheal cells might contribute to control of tube size, we measured shape parameters of tracheal cell apical surfaces at stages 14 and 16 ( Fig. 2A) . We focused on the apical surface because the available evidence indicates that tracheal size is regulated at the apical cell surfaces (Laprise et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2012; Olivares-Castineira and Llimargas, 2017; Robbins et al., 2014) , and that the shape of basolateral surface is not regulated (Beitel and Krasnow, 2000) . , comparing stage 14 to stage 16, paired t-test), but posterior cell area increases somewhat more, resulting in a shallow A-P cell apical area gradient (Fig. 2E ). This shallow gradient is in marked contrast to the much more pronounced and uniform A-P gradient in anterior vs posterior segment surface area where the A-P difference is almost 2-fold (Fig. 2C) .
The discrepancy between the fairly uniform cell area and graded segment surface area predominantly results from posterior segments being both shorter (Fig. 2B ) and having more cells than anterior cells (~21 cells in DT3 vs. ~28 cells in DT9) (Samakovlis et al., 1996) .
We next investigated apical cell shapes by calculating their aspect ratios (Fig. 2F) . In contrast to the mostly uniform cell area of tracheal cells, the shape of tracheal cells is not uniform. Anterior cells have higher aspect ratios than posterior cells (p < 10 -3 at both stages 14 and 16, unpaired t-test of DT2 vs DT10), but overall, aspect ratio does not change significantly during development (p = 0.21, paired t-test).
As with cell size and aspect ratio, cell orientation also shows an unexpected A-P gradient (Fig.   2G ). It was previously shown from an analysis of a small number of cells that the long axes of tracheal cell apical surfaces in tracheal segment 8 (DT8) are not aligned with the long axis of the tracheal tube, but instead lie at an approximately 42±21° angle at stage 16 on average (Forster and Luschnig, 2012; Nelson et al., 2012) . In excellent agreement with these previous measurements, we found that the average cell orientation in DT8 was 37±12°. However, when
we measured cell orientations in all tracheal segments, we found that anterior cells tend to be oriented along the trunk axis with an average angle of 28±5º, whereas posterior cells tend to be oriented along the circumference of the tube with an average angle of 46±4º (unpaired t-test using DT2 against DT9 at stage 16, p < 10 , paired t-test).
Many dorsal trunk cell properties have segmentally repeating variations
Despite tube surface area increasing fairly linearly from anterior to posterior (Fig. 2D ), apical cell areas and aspect ratios at stage 16 show a strongly periodic pattern, with cell area and aspect ratio having local minima close to the points where the transverse connectives join the dorsal trunk, and local maxima at the middle of a segment (Fig. 2E, 2F ). Cell orientation also shows a sinusoidal pattern, but the phase is opposite to those of surface area and aspect ratio, with orientation having local maxima where the transverse connective (TC) branches connect to the DT (Fig. 2G ). This sinusoidal pattern is robust with respect to the window size used to calculate average cell apical surface area along the tube, with the periodicity being clearly visible with window sizes ranging from at least 0.6 to 0.3 of a segment (Fig. S1A) . Notably, the sinusoidal pattern corresponds to the physical organization of the trachea. The dorsal trunk is comprised of nine distinct segments that derive from nine clusters of epidermal cells during development.
Rather than the tube being a continuous cobblestone of cells, the cobblestone pattern is punctuated by pairs of thin, washer-like cells called "fusion cells" that join adjacent segments just posterior to where the transverse connectives branch from the dorsal trunk (Fig. 2H,   arrowheads ). DT cells close to the fusion cells have reduced apical sizes relative to DT cells more distant from fusion cells.
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One explanation for this segmental sinusoidal periodicity could be that the fusion cells constrain tube growth such that the tube is wider between fusion points. However, WT stage 16 DT tubes do not show constrictions at the fusion cells ( Fig. 2A, H) , and the plotted measurements of tube cross-section area and radius do not show segmental periodicity (Fig. 2D) . Thus, the differential areas of cells close to or further away from fusion appear arise from differences between the cells and/or difference in the local lumenal environment. As no periodicity has been observed in lumenal proteins or organization, it then seems likely that the DT cells closer to fusion cells expand their surface area less in response to secreted lumenal contents than do DT cells in the middle of the segment. Consistent with this hypothesis, uniform overexpression of the glycoprotein Tenectin in the DT using the btl-Gal4 driver results in tracheal segments in which the diameter of the tube increases more between fusion cells than at fusion cells, with the change in diameter along the segment being a smooth curve rather than a step at the fusion cell ( Fig.   6F in (Syed et al., 2012) ).
Tracheal cells maintain cell shape parameters by reorganizing during tube expansion
Given that expansion of the tracheal length and diameter is highly asymmetric, with length and diameter increasing by 13% and 100% respectively, we asked if the changes in cell size, aspect ratio, and orientation could result simply from an inflation of the tube, as if one were to inflate a cylindrical balloon with cell apical surfaces drawn on the surface. This is an appropriate model for the tracheal system because there is no change in cell number during tracheal development (Samakovlis et al., 1996) ; therefore changes in tube size must result from changes in cell shape and/or cell arrangement. As described above, we used QuBiT to computationally expand stage 14 tubes, and consequently the cells that make up the tube, to their respective stage 16 sizes (Fig. 3Aiii) . We then analyzed the cell shape and orientation parameters of the resulting "computationally expanded" cells (3Aiii) and compared them to cells from stage 14 and to 16 tubes that had been similarly unrolled and rerolled, but without computational expansion (3Ai and 3Aii, respectively, termed "model").
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The cell parameters for stage 16 computationally expanded tubes are shown as purple lines in
Figs. 3B-D, with stage 14 and stage 16 models shown as blue and orange lines respectively. As an internal control, we first examined cell apical area (Fig. 3B) . Apical area in the computationally expanded tube and actual stage 16 data were comparable, (p = 0.15, paired t-test), with the computational model still showing the strong segmental periodicity observed in the actual data.
Interestingly, cell aspect ratio (Fig. 3C) and orientation (Fig. 3D) 
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To quantify cell connectivity in the trachea, we used QuBiT's capabilities to unroll the tube to create 2D representations of tracheal cells. We then quantified and visualized cell-cell connectivity using watershed segmentation (Fig. 4A , degrees of connectivity coded by color).
Stage 14 and 16 tracheae are predominantly composed of a mix of pentagons and hexagons (Fig. 4B , blue and green bars). There was no obvious clustering of any particular type of polygon at either stage, and the distribution of polygon types is quite uniform along the length of the tube.
The distribution of dorsal trunk cell connectivity is not impacted by side branches
We also took advantage of QuBiT's ability to accurately map tube branch points to ask whether there were any particular patterns of connectivity associated with the points where the side branches of the DB or TC exit the dorsal trunk (black and white circles in Fig. 4A respectively) .
No obvious patterns of cell connectivity, or organization of surrounding cell connectivity were observed in 2D maps of tracheal tubes, indicating that neither the complex shapes of the individual cells that contribute to both the dorsal trunk and the side branches nor any forces resulting from tension on the side branches significantly impact the connectivity surrounding dorsal trunk cells.
Importantly, there was no significant change in the distribution of polygons between stages 14 and 16 (Fig. 4B , p = 0.23, χ 2 test). Thus, it appears that there is little or no change in cell connectivity during tube expansion. This result is consistent with intercalation events occurring infrequently enough that they cause little change to the overall connectivity, but is also consistent with the occurrence of intercalation events conserving their cell connectivity, such as occurs in the T1-T2-T3 transitions and rosette formation in epithelial sheets that drive cell intercalation during convergent extension in zebrafish (Sepich et al., 2000; Tada and Heisenberg, 2012) , flies (Blankenship et al., 2006; Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994; Munjal et al., 2015; Pare et al., 2014; Simoes Sde et al., 2014; Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004) , and vertebrates (Lienkamp et al., 2012) .
We further investigated these two possibilities below.
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The number of cells per cross-section changes during tube expansion
To distinguish between a paucity of cell rearrangements versus active changes in cell organization that conserve cell connectivity, we determined the number of cells per cross section of the tube. Infrequent cell intercalations should not significantly change the number of cells per cross section, but in a tube, even intercalation events that conserve cell connectivity would lead to changes in the number of cells per tube cross section if they occurred with significant frequency. We used our 2D diagrams to examine the number of cells in orthogonal cross-sections of the dorsal trunk at stages 14 and 16 (Fig. 4C-D) , which yields two notable observations.
First, similar to the patterns observed for cell aspect ratio, orientation and area, a sinusoidal pattern of the number of dorsal trunk cells per cross section also emerges (Fig. 4E) . Second, in contrast to the lack of change in connectivity distributions during development, the number of cells per cross section in the dorsal trunk changes from stage 14 to 16, most notably in the anterior and posterior (p < 10 -3 from TC1 to TC4 and p < 10 -10 from TC7 to TC10, paired t-test). 
Concluding remarks
We created QuBiT to quantify epithelial tube and cell properties in 3D, and to unroll tubes into 2D projections to enable analyses that are either difficult or impossible to do in 3D. The power of this approach is demonstrated by the fact that although the Drosophila tracheal system is one 15 of the most studied epithelial tube systems, QuBiT revealed novel findings. Given these unexpected observations, it is likely that there is much to be found by using QuBiT to analyze tubes in other systems.
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Figure Legends 
